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Performance Monitoring and
Dashboards Workshop
1. Background of how this is currently implemented in NPEx
2. Presentation of core thoughts and ideas about possible enhancements
3. Q&A and discussion

Flexible

Discussion

Future

QUESTIONS
If/What more could be done in
the future around this area?

What information can NPEx
provide?

Can the information be brought together in one place, separated or both?
What is the best way of
presenting such information?

How will labs use statistical
information that is presented?

Which members of staff in the lab
will use information provided?

Is presentation secondary to
extraction of raw data?

What constitutes “more intelligent pathology” for NPEx and laboratories?

“more intelligent pathology”

Referrers able to see performing labs statistics and making
an informed decision about whether to start sending tests
to them - performers want to publish to “win business”

Understanding your existing workflows to help identifying
issues in that process and seek to fix them – referrers and
performers work together to develop “best practice”

INFORMATION
How could NPEx help
achieve strategic goals?

• Both cases could represent a labs strategic goals
• Labs may be interested in one, both, perhaps others?

How could NPEx alter
these strategic goals?

CORE THOUGHTS AND IDEAS
•
•
•

Everything is open to discussion
Not every possibility is covered
Background research undertaken during my research project

Investigated with two
existing NPEx customers
Prototype dashboard with
various different metrics

INFORMATION VISIBILITY
• Information means different things to different people/organisation
• Important to understand methodology and what information is presented
• Confidence, reassurance and transparency

Published

Semi-published

Unpublished

information that is presented to
yourself and all other users of the
NPEx system

information that is only made
accessible between performers
and referrers relating to a specific
test route

information that is accessible only
to you and no-one else

Low detail

Some detail

Lots of detail

INFORMATION ORGANISATION

Clinicians
Operational Staff
Managers
IT Managers
Senior Executives?

It may not be
appropriate to show
information to certain
members of staff?

1.

A dashboard page exists in Lab2Lab currently but is not
used for much – this be expanded further with key
operational information (e.g. SLAs, volumes etc).

2.

Introduce a third module “Dashboard”

TURNAROUND TIMES
Order Message
Received

Result Message
Received

“95th Percentile Average
over the last 4 weeks”

Average =
Arithmetic Mean

• Turnaround time is rarely 100% consistent for each test
• TAT is unlikely to be a normal distribution
• For arithmetic mean, the right number of outliers can skew the result
Median is less affected by outliers – may be a more reliable value?

1.

Use the median for all TAT times rather than
arithmetic mean

2.

Publish both the mean and median TAT

PUBLISHED TURNAROUND TIMES
Jan

Feb

95th Percentile
average TAT Publish

Mar

Apr

May

Publish

Fixed published TAT provides consistency
Methodology used here is clear and easy to
understand for laboratories
Strategy – a lab could plan its
commissioning and review strategy in line
with publication times

Jun

Jul

Aug

Is this consistent for pathology
commissioning?
1.This
Publication
of TAT
for each performed
test is done
potentially
changes
the published
TAT
at the start ofon
each
calendar
month,
this
value
is
a daily basis
then fixed until the release at the start of the next
month. Thewise
calculation
would only use
Iscalendar
daily updating
as commissioning
samples that were completed in the previous
appears
to occur infrequently?
calendar
month.

WHAT CAN BE PUBLISHED?
1.

Discuss exactly what information performers want to publish for the purpose of encouraging new business
from other laboratories
2.

Break down information (the turnaround time) to see exactly how values were calcuated

Is this fair on performing
labs trying to attract new
business?
What information would performers want to show to attract new business?
What information would referrers like to see when commissioning tests?
A performing labs average TAT will include both the time
spent at the referring lab and how long it spent in transit

“Geographic effect” – labs geographically closer together will
usually have the shortest turnaround time.

CONFIDENTIALITY & AVAILABILITY
1.

There should ideally be some separation between information that is published and information that isn’t – a
lab doesn’t want to publish data but they still may want to review the information as if it was published
2.

A clear understanding of exactly what information is published and where it can be found

• A performing lab can hide their statistics from other users in
the current system
3.

Information relating to test routes
should be provided to both the
referrer and the performer allows
both parts of the process to
understand the state of the test
route and question issues that may
be evident and jointly consider a
way of fixing them

All or Nothing
When marked confidential, the
lab themselves cannot see that
information

A test route could be seen a like a contractual partnership
Issues in the route could be identified and resolved jointly
between the two organisations in the process
What information should both a referrer and
a performer see about a test route?

SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENTS (SLAs)
Generally accepted that laboratories will have
internal SLAs that they have to meet

NPEx doesn’t currently support
input and analysis of such
information

What if it did?
• Could help operational staff react to issues either proactively or reactively
• This information can be recorded and analysed at a later date by senior managers
• Published this information to help measure reliability?
1.

SLA information entered into NPEx which then warns when such targets are being missed

2.

Historical SLA information saved to show lab how the performance is changing over time
3.

Publish general SLA information as it can measure reliability for a particular test?

SUMMARY
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Update Lab2Lab dashboard with operational statistics
Introduce a third module specifically for statistics and data alongside ‘Lab2Lab’ and ‘Catalogue’
Use median for all TAT rather than arithmetic mean
Publish both the mean and median TAT
Monthly publication of TAT for performing laboratories
Discussion needed about what performers want to publish to encourage new business
Ideally consider separation between information that is published and information that isn’t
A clear understanding required of what information is published and where it can be found
Information for test routes to be published with both referrers and performers
Break down information (such as TAT) in an informative and appropriate way
SLA information entered into NPEx which then warns when such targets are being missed
Historical SLA information saved to show lab how the performance is changing over time
Publish general SLA information as it can measure reliability for a particular test?

Q&A/DISCUSSION

